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News Reports Release
One of the charm of contemporary art lies in the possibility of
rich, CIGE 2008 with MILK new trend of biweekly magazine and Japan BE@RBRICK Chinese invited well-known artists
BE@RBRICK MEETS CHINESE CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS cooperation project, to show the visual element of contemporary art
China multiple elements and the form of creation, to promote and encourage artists constantly. The art project, combined with the
creativity of fashion brands, enables more lovers of art from all walks of life to access and collect Chinese contemporary art.
The
art project inherited Japan Medicom Toy's BE@RBRICK in cooperation with the international famous artists, contemporary artists
and designers China CIGE 2008 and Milk new trend will represent the biweekly magazine recommended personal style of artistic
creation by Medicom Toy provides 1000% BE@RBRICK white bear, artistic product 1000%BE@RBRICK bear on April 24, 2008 to
April 28, 2008 in CIGE 2008 BE@RBRICK MEETS CHINESE CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS Exhibition on display to the public at the
same time, Japan's Medicom Toy will be part of the creation of art according to the products in the exhibition hall to launch a special
commemorative 100%BE@RBRICK bear limited sale. CIGE 2008 and Milk will not only stay in the concept of cooperation in the art
project, and will actually be applied to the market operation, the artist created the original 1000%BE@RBRICK will be held by CIGE
charity auction. Proceeds will be donated to the Beijing sweet angel fund established by Li Yapeng Faye Wong and his wife.
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If you are Nike LeBron
X Low loyal fans of shoes, watching the recent exposure of the "Easter", "Sprite", "Ohio State University" and "Nicks" after the color
of the product, the Nike LeBron X Low Black / orange color is not to be missed, the shoe body with black Hyherfuse black
background. Wave shoelaces, dynamic collocation orange fly line technology, and a new window lining cushion technology, looks like
the end of 2012 the lava released version of the ultimate feeling. New products are not available yet, so please stay tuned to our
favorite friends.
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